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One of the authors, S. T. studied intermittent energy 
bursts and recurrent topological change of a twisting mag-
netic flux tube in 1995. ( See Fig. 1 and Ref. [1]) Motivation 
of the study is understanding of the· phenomena in nature that 
manifest energy release in an intermittent fashion. The inter-
mittent burstlike energy release can occur in an open system 
with a steady energy flow if energy conversion process is 
nonlinear[ 1]. 
The typical example of the intermittent energy relax-
ation process is a propeller of a model airplane which is con-
nected to a bundle of rubber bands in Fig. 2. Twisting the 
rubber induces a knot-tension instability and creates additional 
knots. 
We are preparing the simulation of the twisting the 
rubber. We made a "ladder model" to simulate the knot-of-
Fig. 1. Self-organization of an MHD plasma in an open 
system. The rotational velocity fields on the top and 
bottom boundaries twist the magnetic flux tube and 
destabilize the kink mode. The helically·deformed 
magnetic flux tube reconnects with the ambient 
magnetic field and splits into two tubes. 
Afterwards, coalescence of the two flux tubes takes 
place. This process (destabilization, reconnection, and 
coalescence) occures intermittently and recursively. 
( Ref. [1]) 
Fig. 2. When a propeller of a model airplane is wound up by 
a finger, knots appear intermittently. (Ref. [1,2] ) 
Fig. 3. We construct a "ladder model" by arranging particles 
at the lattice points of a ladder. Each particle except 
both edges is connected to three particles by harmonic 
oscillators. 
tension in the rubber. (Fig. 3) The particles are arranged at 
the lattice points of a ladder. The interactions between near-
est neighbor particles are harmonic oscillator. To create the 
knot in the ladder, we induce inhomogeneity in the harmonic 
oscillators and twist the ladder by rotating the edges of the 
ladder. To study the above scenario, we will use the Verlet 
algorithm [3] in the molecular dynamics simulation. This 
method is a direct solution of equations of motions. 
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